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The purchasing supervisor will first 
receive the account password 

notification letter sent by the 
account administrator of your 

company, which contains the user 
account and password
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Buyer supervisor login

Enterprise Buyers Zone
Supervisor operation explanation
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Buyer Supervisor Login

Enter your supervisor 

account and password, 

and click "Login"

Login URL：https://www.ksyunchou.com/j2by/enus

Click here to 
switch system 

language
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After clicking the login button, you 
will immediately enter the home page 

of the Kunshan Logistics Network 
Buyer Zone, which means that you have 

successfully logged in.

Buyer Supervisor Login
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On-demand matters

Enterprise Buyers Zone
Supervisor operation explanation
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On-demand matters

The system will display 
statistics on the number 
of pending cases of 
various types. You can 
click the number of cases 
link to view the list of 
cases.
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Inquiry Management
—Inquiry form verification

—Inquiry for quotation

Enterprise Buyers Zone
Supervisor operation explanation
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Select pending trial, 
click query, the system 
lists the current cases 
pending approval by the 
supervisor

Click on the request for 
quotation form verification 
operation

1. Inquiry management—inquiry form verification

Click the operation 
icon to view the 
detailed data of the 
case
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Click the operation 
icon to view the 
attachments uploaded 
by the operator

1. Inquiry management—inquiry form verification
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If the content of the case 
needs to be amended, click 
the return button to return 
the case to handling

2. Inquiry management—inquiry form verification—return
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After entering the 
reason for the 
return, click the 
confirm button

2. Inquiry management—inquiry form verification—return
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If the content of the case is correct, 
click the approval button, and the case 
will be released for manufacturers to 
quote

3. Inquiry management—inquiry form   
verification—single approval
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Multiple review operations, 
you can select all or check 
out some cases that need to 
be reviewed

3. Inquiry management—inquiry form verification and approval
   —multiple approvals
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After the review is passed, 
the reviewed cases will not be 
displayed in the pending list

3. Inquiry management—inquiry form 
verification—approval
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Cases can be inquired 
according to conditions 
such as inquiry number, 
case name, announcement 
period, case processing 
status, etc. Click the 

operation icon to 
view the details 
of the case

4. Inquiry Management-Inquiry List Inquiry

Click the inquiry 
form to query the 
job
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4. Inquiry Management-Inquiry List Inquiry
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Click [Job Processing 
History] to view case 
processing records

4. Inquiry Management-Inquiry List Inquiry
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Tender management
—Bid Verification

—Proposed purchase approval

Enterprise Buyers Zone
Supervisor operation explanation
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Click on the 
bidding 
verification work

The bidding verification 
operation can approve 
cases that are closed or 
invalidated after the 
bid opening

1. Inquiry management-bid approval
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Choose to return or 
approve

1. Inquiry management-bid approval
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View the proposed 
purchase details of 
the inquiry

2. Inquiry management-proposed purchase

Query conditions can be 
set to query related 
inquiries

Click the single-level 
proposed purchase
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If the order is 
confirmed correctly, 
please click 
"Approve". To pass 
the review of the 
order

2. Inquiry management-proposed purchase

If the information is 
wrong, please click 
"Return"
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"Proposed purchase summary" for the 
purchasing supervisor to understand 
the total proposed purchase price of 
the order

2. Inquiry management-proposed purchase
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"Download the price comparison 
table" for the purchasing 
supervisor's manufacturer's 
quotation for this order.

2. Inquiry management-proposed purchase
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Download the price comparison pdf document icon
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Download the "purchase order" for 
the purchasing supervisor to 
understand the factory's proposed 
purchase situation of the proposed 
purchase order

2. Inquiry management-proposed purchase
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Proposed purchase order icon
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Order management

—Order reply query

Enterprise Buyers Zone
Supervisor operation explanation
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Orders can be inquired by 
conditions such as order number, 
case name, vendor name, reply 
status, etc.

If you click the query button 
directly, the system will list 
all orders

Click the operation icon 
to view the 
manufacturer's reply 
content

Order management—Order reply query
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The manufacturer did not 
agree to this order

Order management—Order reply query
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Vendor Management

—Vendor data query

Enterprise Buyers Zone
Supervisor operation explanation
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Vendor Management-Vendor Data Query
2.1 Vendor 
information can be 
queried through 
vendor name keywords

2.2 If you directly click 
[Query], the system will 
list all manufacturer data

1. Click on the vendor 
data query job

3. Click the operation 
icon to view the basic 
data of the manufacturer
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Vendor Management-Vendor Data Query
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Catalog management

—Catalog query

Enterprise Buyers Zone
Supervisor operation explanation
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Catalog management-catalog query

2.1 Relevant catalog data 
can be queried through 
product keywords, 
manufacturer names, and 
product categories

2.2 If you click the query 
button directly, the 
system will list all 
product catalogs

1. Click the 
catalog query
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Click the 
operation icon to 
view the contents 
of the catalog

Catalog management-catalog query
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Catalog management-catalog query
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KSYUNCHOU.COM
Contact Information

Customer Service Phone 1: +86-025-56601230

Customer Service Phone 2: +86-0512-55215076

Mailbox: maliya@sourcerdb.com

Address: 704, 7th Floor, Taiwan Association Building, 399 

Qianjin East Road, Kunshan City

   Thank you for joining!


